
Read each short passage and choose the correct option based on your

inference. 
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Grandma was visiting Anna’s family for a

few days. On Wednesday, she saw Anna

throw her dance shoes into her bag,

along with a leotard and leg warmers.

She also grabbed a bottle of water and

a protein bar. Her hair was done up in a

bun, with the strands pulled away from

her face.

1)
Grandma can infer that

a) Anna was meeting her friends for

dinner.

b) Anna was getting ready to hit the

gym.

c) Anna was getting ready for ballet

class.

d) Anna was planning to take a quick

nap.

On the second Sunday of May, the

sound of the smoke alarm woke Ms.

Smith. She got out of bed and went

down to the kitchen to check what was

wrong. Her son, Brian, stood crying in

the middle. The charred remains of a

cake sat on the counter, and the smell of

smoke lingered heavily in the air.

2)
Ms. Smith can infer that

a) Brian had tried to bake a cake for

himself.

b) Brian had tried to bake a cake to

share with friends.

c) Brian had followed Grandma’s cake

recipe.

d) Brian had tried to surprise her for

Mother’s Day.

The Andersons spent all weekend

visiting several bungalows and split-

level houses. They were accompanied by

a smartly dressed woman who guided

them on their visits. Together, they

covered many suburbs of the city and

checked out the amenities available in

each neighborhood.

3)
It can be inferred that

a) the Andersons are looking to

purchase a house.

b) the Andersons are visiting many

relatives.

c) the Andersons are interested in

interior design.

d) the Andersons are looking to sell

their house.
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